


Inspired by the GEMS PSA A World For Girls, this campaign is a way to create a future that 
affirms girls and young women, a world that prevents commercial sexual exploitation 
and domestic trafficking. The awareness campaign aims to shift the conversation about 
trafficking and exploitation from one of rescue and prosecution to one that focuses on 
empowering girls and changing the world that our girls are growing up in.

THE COMMERCIAL SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND TRAFFICKING 
OF GIRLS DOES NOT HAPPEN IN A VACUUM...it happens in a 
world where girls aren’t valued, empowered and provided 
with the critical educational and economic opportunities 
they need in order to thrive.

INVEST...
in young people by becoming a 
mentor, volunteering at a school, 

ot getting involved with youth 
organization in your community.

PROMOTE...
educational equity by actively 
engaging in the educational 

system in your community and 
advocating for policy change. 

ADDRESS...
poverty by supporting 

organizations that ensure access 
to basic needs such as food, 
transportation, medical care, 

shelter, and clothing.

ADVOCATE...
or equal pay by becoming 

informed about the issues of 
compensation discrimination 

and publicly champion efforts 
that ensure men and women 

are paid the same. 

SUPPORT...
empowerment of women and 
girls by fostering environments 
that encourage and support 

their development. 

END...
gender-based violence by 
encouraging the positive 

development of boys and men 
and  educating boys on what it 

means to love and respect 
women and girls.

www.gems-girls.org





Join and invite your friends to join A World For Girls campaign

Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter and Instagram

Tweet and share using the hashtags #aworldforgirls, #aworldwhere, and @gemsgirls

Change your profile picture and cover photo to A World For Girls

Print our A World For Girls sign, take a selfie or group picture, and post to Twitter and 
Instagram using #aworldforgirls and #aworldwhere
Join, volunteer, or mentor at one of our partner organizations
Print our coloring sheets and worksheets – bring the conversation to your classroom, 
home, etc.

Check out our GEMS Shop and wear the campaign: www.gems-girls.org/gems-shop

Share what you learn on Facebook and Twitter to educate your community

Read Girls Like Us 

Host a screening of Very Young Girls

www.gems-girls.org



I want to live in a world where girls are

_____________________________________.

#aworldwhere                            #aworldforgirls
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